The noisy template model is a variant of an ideal detector for a signal known except for contrast. The ideal detector cross-correlates the stimulus with a normalised template which is matched to the known signal pattern. The noisy template model simply adds noise to the matched template every time it is cross-correlated with the signal. This paper outlines the predictions of the noisy template model for area summation. The noisy template model explains Piper's Law, as does the ideal-observer, but it also explains critical area phenomena and the lack of area summation for contrast discrimination.
Introduction
Detection thresholds vary with stimulus area. Over a range of areas, thresholds are inversely proportional to the square root of area, known as Piper's Law. At some point, however, further increases in area produce no further reduction in threshold. The area marking the cessation of Piper's Law is sometimes called the critical area. (The transition from Ricco's Law, which holds at very small areas, to Piper's Law is also called the critical area (Olzak & Thomas, 1986 ). We will not be considering Ricco's Law here). With sinusoidal grating stimuli, the critical area is inversely proportional to the spatial frequency squared (Howell & Hess, 1978; Rovamo, Luntinen & Näsänen, 1993) . While Piper's Law is readily explained by ideal-observer or matchedtemplate models, the critical area remains a puzzle. The obvious explanation is that there exists some hardwired limit on the summation area in the visual system. If this is true, Piper's Law should always apply when stimuli are smaller than the critical area. Piper's Law does not, however, apply to contrast discrimination. At high contrasts, discrimination thresholds bear no relationship to stimulus area, even when the corresponding detection thresholds do (Legge & Foley, 1980) . Suggesting, as some have, that summation area varies with stimulus contrast merely describes this effect rather than explaining it.
We would like to suggest a unified explanation for Piper's Law, critical area phenomena, and the absence of area summation at high contrasts. The explanation comes from a model for detection and discrimination that we call the noisy template model (McIlhagga & Pääkkö nen, 1997) . The noisy template observer is based on a ideal detector for a signal with known pattern but unknown contrast. The ideal detector cross-correlates a normalised template with the stimulus to estimate signal contrast. The noisy template observer is like the ideal detector, except that the template is corrupted by (possibly neural) noise every time it is used. The noisy template model predicts that detection efficiency will vary with both stimulus contrast and area, which yields precisely the area summation effects described above. We begin with a derivation of the ideal detector, and after this introduce the noisy-template observer. Then we derive the performance of the noisy template observer for area summation and contrast discrimination, and show simulated thresholds for both these conditions. Finally, we look at the efficiency of the noisy template observer, which turns out to be the same as the efficiency assumed in the area summation model of Rovamo et al. (1993) .
The ideal detector
Suppose that an observer must detect changes in the contrast of a known stimulus pattern. The observed stimulus vector 1 s is s =cp + n where c is an unknown contrast, p is the known pattern vector, and n is a vector of white gaussian noise with covariance matrix V n = | n 2 I. The noise is a sum of internal plus external (stimulus) noise. The pattern p is defined by absolute rather than relative intensities, so two waveforms p and 2p could be interpreted as having the same contrast, but different patterns (one pattern being p and the other 2p). As this is ambiguous -changes in the stimulus can be indistinguishably attributed to changes in contrast or to changes in pattern -we adopt an equivalent model of the stimulus, using a normalised pattern, s= dt + n where t = p/p and d=cp.
The vector t is a representation of the stimulus pattern, normalised to have unit length, and d is a representation of stimulus contrast, which we will call the normalised contrast. This change of representation doesn't affect the efficiency of an ideal observer, since for any given pattern, d is a fixed multiple of c. The value of d 2 is the contrast energy of the pattern, but the unsquared value of d is more informative, since the sign of d encodes some information about the phase of the stimulus.
To detect changes in contrast, the observer can estimate d on the basis of the observed signal s, and if it changes sufficiently, conclude that the true stimulus contrast has also changed. If their estimate of the normalised contrast is d. say, then by assumption the residual (s − d. t) is just the noise n, and follows a Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix | n 2 I. Thus the probability that the estimate d. is the true normalised contrast is therefore the probability that the residual comes from that particular gaussian distribution, namely
where N is the number of elements in the vector s. The ideal observer selects d. to maximise this probability, since this minimises the error in their estimate. The probability is maximised when
where t%t= 1. (see Appendix A). To apply this to contrast discrimination, suppose the observer is shown two stimuli in which the pattern p is presented with contrasts c and c+ Dc, respectively, with both c and Dc \ 0. Their task is to indicate the stimulus with the larger contrast (c+ Dc). The ideal-observer will estimate the normalised contrast d. for each stimulus, and then select the stimulus having the larger estimate as indicating the larger contrast c+ Dc. The decision variable that is implied by their behaviour is simply the difference in the estimates d. between the two stimuli, which we will call Dd. , and it is, on average, proportional to the contrast difference Dc.
The noisy template observer
The noisy-template model adds one assumption to the above ideal detector: we suppose that the template t is corrupted by added white noise e with mean zero and covariance matrix | e 2 I. A new noise sample is taken every time the template is used. Templates may be noisy because they are represented by some neural structure which is intrinsically noisy. Another possibility is that the template includes randomly selected and somewhat irrelevant neurons, as suggested by Shadlen, Britten, Newsome and Movshon (1996) for directionof-motion detection. The contrast estimator for the noisy template observer is d. = s%(t+ e)= cp%t+n%t+ cp%e+ n%e
The mean and variance of the noisy template estimator are
(see Appendix A). The mean is the same as the idealobserver, but the noisy template assumption adds two terms to the variance. The first term is proportional to the contrast energy c 2 p 2 . The last term involves the number of elements N in the stimulus vector. If the elements of the vector represent the responses of neurons, N should be proportional to the stimulus area times the neural sampling density. The noisy-template observer will be inefficient in circumstances that inflate the variance, namely at high contrasts and large areas, but close to ideal for low contrasts (detection) and small areas. We examine these phenomena next. 1 The vector notation used in this paper is as follows. Vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase letters. A vector u of n elements is a column of numbers u 1 , u 2 , … u n . The transpose u% is the same numbers arranged in a row. The length of the vector, u is defined as u%u= i u 2 i . Matrices are denoted by boldface capital letters, and always identified as such. Scalars are normal lowercase letters.
Area summation
A two-alternative forced-choice detection experiment uses two stimuli, one with zero contrast and one with a positive contrast. This is equivalent to discrimination between two contrasts c and c+Dc, with c = 0. Detection 'threshold', Dc, is that increment which yields a criterion level of performance; 75 or 81% are conventional. Area summation experiments measure the detection threshold of a usually periodic or constant pattern as a function of the pattern area. The detection threshold of the noisy template observer depends on the mean and variance of the difference between the contrast estimates from the two stimuli. Substituting c= 0 for one stimulus, and Dc for the other, into Eq. (2) yields the following mean and variance of the difference in estimates Dd. between the two stimuli (using the fact that Ex(a −b)= Ex(a) − Ex(b), and Var(a −b) = Var(a) + Var(b)):
If p is a periodic or constant pattern, we also have p 2 =Nz 2 , where z 2 is the power-per-element of the pattern vector. At detection threshold, Dc should be near zero relative to the other terms in the variance, so it can be neglected in the variance (Eq. (3)). Assuming that Dd. is distributed approximately Gaussian, the 75% threshold is attained when Ex(Dd. ) =0.67 Var(Dd. ) 1 2 . Solving this for Dc gives
When N is small enough that 1/N | e 2 , the threshold simplifies to
that is, Piper's Law. On the other hand, when N is large enough that 1/N is negligible compared to | e 2 , the threshold simplifies to
which yields what might be called the critical-N phenomenon (Fig. 1) . Define the critical value of N, N c , as the value of N yielding a threshold exactly 2 times the above asymptotic value (see Section 7 for a more meaningful interpretation of this critical value). Then N c =1/| e 2 , so is independent of early noise | n 2 and pattern power z. In particular, N c is not affected by external stimulus noise (Luntinen, Rovamo & Näsänen, 1993, unpublished data) . Reducing the luminance (Rovamo, Mustonen and Näsänen, 1994) has the effect of increasing the relative importance of quantal noise, and so likewise does not change the critical area. Kersten (1984) however found that critical area is reduced by external noise. Kersten used correlated noise, whereas the noisy template theory has been developed for white noise. Unfortunately, correlations in stimulus noise should increase the critical area, unless the template noise is similarly correlated. The noisy template theory does contain ways of reducing the critical area N c , the most straightforward of which is to reduce the length of the template t from one to say m; then N c = m/| e 2 . This could perhaps come about through adaptation. The other way the critical area could be reduced comes from the fact that Kersten's noise field was always larger than the stimulus being detected. If the template included areas of zero signal amplitude flanking the nonzero signal, this would have the effect of decreasing the critical area. Further experimental work is needed to uncover the source of conflict between the noisy template theory and Kersten's results.
Area summation in contrast discrimination
In a two-alternative forced choice discrimination experiment, the two stimuli have contrasts c and c+Dc, with c\ 0. The ideal observer estimates the normalised contrast d. for each stimulus and responds accordingly. Their accuracy will be determined by the mean and variance of the difference in estimates. When Dc is small (or small relative to c), the mean and variance of the difference in estimated contrast Dd. is given by Ex(Dd. )= Dcp Fig. 1 . Area summation. Simulations of area summation at two different noise levels, | n 2 =0.025 or 2.5. All model simulations used | e 2 =0.0025. The graph plots threshold against the number of units N. For small N (small area), the thresholds reduces as the square-root of N (a slope of −0.5 in a log-log plot). At some point (N c , or the critical area) the threshold fails to improve with increasing area. The effect of noise is simply to increase all thresholds by a multiplicative constant, leaving the critical area unchanged. was not assumed that Dc was small, so the simulations validate the algebra. Fig. 1 shows simulations of area summation with two levels of noise in the stimulus. For small areas, the variance of Dd. (Eq. (3)) is dominated by the 2| n 2 term, and Piper's Law holds. For large areas, the variance is dominated by the 2N| n 2 | e 2 term, which cancels out the improvement in the expected value at large areas, leading to saturation of the threshold. In common with many template models, external stimulus noise can be exchanged with equivalent internal noise, so that adding noise to the stimulus is the same as increasing | n 2 . The effect of stimulus noise is simply to raise all thresholds multiplicatively, and the critical area is unchanged. Fig. 2 shows area summation simulations in a contrast discrimination experiment. The two curves show contrast discrimination at two different areas (different numbers of units N). Although the area has an effect at low contrast, for sufficiently high contrast the effect disappears, and both areas have the same discrimination thresholds. This is because at high contrasts, the variance of Dd. (Eq. (4)) is dominated by the c 2 | e 2 p 2 term, which overwhelms the effects of increasing area. The contrast discrimination curves do not have a dipper, as is universally observed. However, adding uncertainty (Pelli, 1985) or a threshold will produce a dipper. A Matlab program to run simulations and plot Figs. 1 and 2 is available for download from http:// axp.psl.ku.dk/ william (follow the link to the noisy template model).
Discussion
The detection efficiency p of the noisy template observer, compared to the ideal, is given by the squared ratio of their respective thresholds (Tanner & Birdsall, 1958) . Since both ideal and noisy-template thresholds are proportional to their variances, the efficiency is simply the ratio of their variances. When the base contrast c is zero (detection experiments), the efficiency is
The maximum efficiency is one, because the ideal-observer and the noisy-template observer have the same early noise | n Thus the noisy template model gives Weber's Law with an exponent of 1. A Weber-exponent of 1 is observed for contrast increments (Whittle, 1986) , but not for decrements or sinusoids. This relationship between c and Dc can, however, be altered by an internal nonlinearity, for example photoreceptor response compression and local light adaptation, before the template matching occurs. The relevant point about this discrimination threshold is that it is independent of N (i.e. stimulus area) and stimulus noise | n 2 (Fig. 2) . Thus we do not see area summation in high-contrast discrimination experiments (Legge & Foley, 1980) , simply because the increase in the variance due to area is small in comparison to the increase due to contrast. Nor does added stimulus noise affect contrast discrimination at high contrasts (Pelli, 1985) .
Simulations
Simulations were generated by numerical solution of the equation Ex(Dd. )= 0.67 Var(Dd. ) 1 2 for Dc, using Eq. (3) to define the mean and variance. In simulations, it
This is a central assumption in the Romavo et al. (1993) model of area summation, so the noisy template model can be seen as providing a justification of their assumption.
The critical area varies with the square of the spatial frequency f in such a way that A c f 2 is constant, for f greater than about one cycle per degree (Howell & Hess, 1978; Rovamo et al., 1993) . Substituting A c =N c / m, we must conclude that the sampling rate m (number of neural samples per unit area) is proportional to f 2 above one cycle per degree, since N c is assumed to be constant. This connection between sampling rate and spatial frequency is a property of multiscale or wavelet models of the visual system (Burt & Adelson, 1983; Watson & Ahumada, 1989; Field, 1994) . Below one cycle per degree, however, the critical area is constant (Rovamo et al., 1993) ; this implies that the coarsest sampling frequency in the human visual system is on the order of one sample per degree, and waveforms of a lower spatial frequency are then relatively oversampled.
An alternative to ideal-observer based models of area summation is probability summation (Graham, 1989) . Probability summation models fit area summation data well, but only because they are so flexible: they predict some sort of summation, but are not very specific about whether it should be Piper's or another law. By contrast, the noisy template model can only produce Piper's Law (like other ideal-observer models), followed by a critical area, and by being so specific it offers an explanation of why area summation occurs. The explanation that derives from probability summation is merely 'the summation exponent is two. ' Finally, it has not escaped our attention that the derivation of Weber's law from the noisy template model, together with the desirable invariance of contrast discrimination to stimulus noise and area, can form the basis of a theory for contrast discrimination, once the appropriate contrast nonlinearity is in place. This is the subject of a forthcoming paper.
In this appendix, we provide the derivation of expected value and variance for the noisy template observer. We use the following results from the theory of random vectors (Mardia, 1980) . Let w be a random vector with zero mean: Ex{w}= 0. The covariance matrix of w is defined as Var{w}= Ex{ww%}= V w . We have Ex{a%w}=a%Ex{w}= 0 for a constant vector a Ex{w%Aw}= Ex{tr(w%Aw)}=Ex{tr(ww%A)} = tr(Ex{ww%}A)=tr(V w A) for a constant matrix A.
The trace of a matrix A, tr(A), is the sum of the diagonal elements. Trace has the property that tr(AB) =tr(BA) where both are defined, and Ex{tr(A)} =tr(Ex{A}). Let u be another random vector with mean zero and covariance matrix V u . Assume w and u are independent and uncorrelated, that is Ex{wu%}= 0. In this case, we may take expectations over u first, then w, or vice versa. In particular, Ex{f(u)g(w)}= Ex{f(u)}Ex{g(w)} for any functions f, g.The following results from vector algebra are also used: for some scalar a, a 2 = a a% since a= a%.For vectors or matrices a, b, (ab%)%= ba%.
We now prove the result given in Eq. (2) 
